Deploy aliens, conquer planets, and out-smart your enemy in this showdown of stellar proportions!

In Stellar Siege, play as one of two alien races vying for control over eight planets of a newly discovered star system. Each turn, you will deploy an alien from your hand to the planet that has the number that corresponds to your hand size. Most alien cards you deploy will have a hand-size modifying effect that allows you to manipulate your own hand size to plan for next turn, or to change your opponent’s hand size and control where they will deploy on their next turn. At the end of the game, the player with the most aliens deployed to each individual planet conquers that planet, and gets a point. To conquer the most planets and win the game, you will need to find the right balance of manipulating your own and your opponent’s hand size. The player that can best adapt their strategy as the game progresses will conquer the most planets, and win the game!

Contents
- 2 decks of aliens, 30 cards each
- 8 double-sided planet cards
- 1 first player card
- Rulebook
- Box dimensions: 6 1/4” x 4 1/4” x 1”

Highlights
- Unique core mechanic
- Interactive decision making
- Easy-to-learn
- High re-playability
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